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Резюме 
Данная статья посвящена квантитативным корпусным методам когнитивной 
лингвистики, в которой используется модель языка, основанная на его 
употреблении. Эта модель позволяет проводить концептуальный анализ на 
материале корпусных данных. Если предположить, что грамматика является 
результатом повторного употребления (закрепленности) языковых единиц, то 
грамматику (концептуальную структуру) языка можно «изобразить» на 
основе анализа повторяющихся комбинаций признаков, характеризующих 
употребление этих единиц в большом количестве контекстов. Один из 
методов такого анализа применяется в настоящем исследовании для изучения 
взаимодействия морфо-синтаксической и лексической семантики. В рамках 
данного метода используются два статистических приема, с помощью 
которых осуществляется поиск и подтверждение повторяющихся 
комбинаций признаков языкового употребления лексемы hassle в английском 
языке. 

1. Introduction 

The 21st century is witnessing an empirical revolution in linguistics. Draw-
ing on ‘found’ data (corpora) or elicited data (experimentation), linguists 
are leaving behind the theoretical debates of the previous era and turning to 
natural language data, proposing falsifiable hypotheses, and testing them 
with empirical methods. Cognitive Linguistics, as a theoretical approach, is 
one of the best-placed paradigms to inform this revolution; indeed, it ar-
guably was integral to its onset. This study examines a quantitative corpus-
driven method within the theoretical framework of Cognitive Linguistics. 

The end of the 20C saw the theoretical paradigm of Cognitive Linguis-
tics (Langacker 1987, Lakoff 1987) dominate the international linguistic 
research community. Its theoretical approach is a quasi-descendant of Brit-
ish and Prague School Functionalism that identified itself in contrast to 
Structuralism (de Saussure 1995 [1916]) and Mentalist–Modularism 
(Chomsky 1957). However, despite its success in revealing the shortcom-
ings of the previous approaches, Cognitive Linguistics has struggled to 
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offer a viable alternative. The end of the century witnessed a realisation 
within the cognitive research community that although Structuralism and 
Mentalist–Modularism had been adequately refuted, Cognitive Linguistics 
itself had proposed an inadequate alternative. This short discussion will 
chart one of the most important responses to this inadequacy from within 
the community. 

2. Theoretical Tenets of Cognitive Linguistics 

The theoretical tenets of Cognitive Linguistics are straightforward. The 
theory holds that the failures of 20C linguistics lie in a single assumption: 
one can examine and understand the functioning of ‘parts’ of language 
separately. This assumption was tempting because it is reasonable. It is 
reasonable to divide a large and difficult task into different parts and to 
attempt that task piece by piece. The vast complexity of language is surely 
such a task and when de Saussure distinguished the langue - parole, para-
digmatic – syntagmatic, and the diachronic – synchronic dimensions of 
language, he did so in an attempt to render language more rigorously ana-
lysable. Chomsky followed suite. He returned the place of the individual 
mind to the model but removed meaning, proposing a syntactic model that 
generated language. His principle was the same – cordon off parts of lan-
guage to permit rigorous analysis. Cognitive Linguistics can be summarised 
as an approach that argues this separation of language into structural parts 
is reductionist and will never produce adequate results. In brief, Cognitive 
Linguistics holds that no matter how varied and complex language be, we 
must approach it holistically.  

What exactly does a holistic approach to language entail? Firstly, in 
contrast to Structuralism, there is no distinction between semantics and 
pragmatics. Meaning is understood as all that one knows about the world 
(Fillmore 1985, Lakoff 1987). This ‘encyclopaedic semantics’ is founda-
tional to Cognitive Linguistics and its impact upon analysis cannot be un-
derestimated. To appreciate the importance of the assumption, it can be 
rephrased – meaning is how people use words in context. This rephrasing 
will become essential below, because it permits an operationalisation of 
meaning in empirical terms. Secondly, in contrast to Mentalist-Modularist 
theories of language, a holistic approach means that there is no distinction 
between syntax and lexis – all linguistic forms, regardless of their sche-
maticity, integrate and are used relative to each other (Langacker 1987). 
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This can also be rephrased – lexical semantics must combine felicitously 
with the syntactic semantics but also with the morphological semantics and 
the prosodic semantics, and all simultaneously. From such a perspective, 
the different degrees of formal schematicity (such as lexis, syntax, prosody 
etc.) are epiphenomenal. Any effort to distinguish syntax from other formal 
structures is fruitless because its use is entirely integrated into a complex 
system. Highly schematic constructions, such as the transitive construction, 
must integrate with less schematic constructions, such as the caused-motion 
construction, and then this with tense, mood, Aktionsart, intonation and the 
referential semantics of the lexemes. Moreover, the meaning of all of the 
above is not restricted to linguistic semantics in Structuralist terms, but full 
encyclopaedic semantics including register, gender, dialect and so forth. 

Having established (or re-established) the full complexity of language, 
Cognitive Linguistics proposes two basic analytical constructs to enable 
generalisations to be made about this dynamic and complex phenomenon. 
The first analytical assumption concerns grammaticality and is termed ‘en-
trenchment’. This notion can be understood as the ‘fixing’ of linguistic 
knowledge through repeated use and it is basic to the Usage-Based Model 
of grammaticality (Langacker 1988, 1999)1. In this language model there is 
no langue in the de Saussurian sense and there is no ‘linguistic compe-
tence’ in the ‘ideal speaker’ sense of Chomsky. The Usage-Based Model is 
simple: the more often a speaker is exposed to a form-meaning pair, the 
more often it is automated as part of the language system for that speaker. It 
follows that each individual has his or her internal knowledge of a lan-
guage. A grammar is, therefore, a generalisation over those ‘knowledges’ 
of many speakers. To the extent that speakers share this knowledge of the 
use of a linguistic form(-meaning pair), it is ‘grammatical’. Form-meaning 
pairs that are less commonly shared are less grammatical. This is often 
operationalised in terms of frequency of use – the more often or the more 
rarely a form-meaning pair occurs, the more grammatical or less grammati-
cal it is. However, that frequency alone can account for entrenchment has 
been brought into question (Arppe et al. 2010, Glynn 2010a).2  

The second analytical assumption concerns semantic structure and en-
tails a theory of categorisation. Although it is held that meaning includes all 
                                                
1 The notion of the usage-based model is far from a uniquely Langackerian or even cognitive one. Many 
theoretical approaches, especially within functional linguistics, assume this model of language. Culioli 
(1990) and Givón (1995) are examples at hand. 
2 That frequency does not equate conceptual salience has been long established (Sinclair 1991: 96, see 
Gilquin 2010: 165-166 for an overview of the literature). In light of this, Cognitive Linguistics’ assump-
tion that entrenchment is uniquely frequency based is at odds with its own theory of language. 
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that we know of the world, this does not entail that this knowledge is a sea 
of unorganised or unrelated concepts. It is assumed that connections be-
tween concepts exist, that all perceived and conceived things are under-
stood as similar and dissimilar to things already experienced. This categori-
sation is referred to as Prototype Set Theory (Lakoff 1987).  

Geeraerts (1989) and Taylor (1989) offer a complete summary of the is-
sues involved in categorisation and Glynn (in press b) offers an explanation 
of how these theories are operationalised in corpus-driven research. Essen-
tially two categorisation effects are assumed to account for how we deter-
mine similarity and dissimilarity. Prototype categorisation is evoked for 
non-scalar concepts that possess good and less good examples of reference 
(e.g.: bird, sparrow, and penguin) and fuzzy categorisation for scalar con-
cepts that possess gradable referents (e.g.: short - tall). Importantly, such 
categorisation is not restricted to referential concepts or lexical semantics 
but is equally valid for grammatical semantics and also generalised cultural 
concepts called Idealised Cognitive Models (Lakoff 1987, 1996)3. 

Although most linguists today would agree with most of the discussion 
above, this does not mean that Cognitive Linguistics has solved the myster-
ies of language, indeed far from it. In the 1990s, it became apparent that 
although such a model of language maybe theoretically sound, it is difficult 
to produce falsifiable hypotheses based upon it. In a system where all form 
and meaning and context are relevant and all grammaticality is relative, 
how can one test the generalisations one makes about language structure? 
Language is a complex, dynamic, and varied system – agreed. However, 
this does not mean that, as scientists, we can make claims about its struc-
ture without a method for disproving those claims. This was made apparent 
in an important experimental study ‘Mirroring whose mind, the language 
user’s or the linguist’s’ (Sandra & Rice’s 1995). It was shown that the kind 
of semantic analysis propounded by Lakoff (1987) and Cuyckens (1995) 
inter alia, was ad hoc – different analyses, by different linguists, would 
produce different results. Although semantic analysis is necessarily subjec-
tive, this must be adequately operationalised to permit repeat analysis and 
hypothesis falsification. Rather than a crisis within the cognitive commu-
nity, this brought about a race to develop methods and analytical frame-
                                                
3 This should not suggest that Lakoff is unique in the study of culturally determined cultural concepts. 
However, his formalisation of the approach is the most well-known. The Slavic linguistic communities 
have a rich tradition in this field; important examples would include Wierzbicka (1985), Bartmiński 
(1993), and Степанов (1997), Кубрякова & Янко (2001) and Воркачев (2004) inter alia. Extending 
the methods presented in this study to culturally broad concepts is the next and evident step. Glynn 
(forthc. b) is representative of such development. 
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works that can falsify results. Using both psycholinguistic experimentation 
and corpus-driven analysis, the beginning of the 21st century has seen a 
veritable flood of research that employs the functional-cognitive model of 
language but proceeds empirically, seeking to test hypotheses inductively 
rather than relying uniquely on intuition. This does not mean that intuition 
is not needed, indeed it is crucial, but one must find ways of operationalis-
ing subjective analysis and testing the descriptive adequacy of results.  

3. Corpus-driven Cognitive Linguistics 

A full description of corpus-driven research in Cognitive Linguistics is 
beyond the means of this discussion. Tummers & al. (2005) and Gilquin & 
Gries (2010) offer excellent discussions on the state of the art. Glynn 
(2010a) summarises the field as it stands. However, in order to appreciate 
how corpus results can be used to understand semantic, and indeed concep-
tual structure, we need to briefly discuss the operationalisation of the ana-
lytical assumptions of Cognitive Linguistics. Operationalisation is the proc-
ess of defining a scientific concept or object of study in a way that makes it 
measurable in terms of empirical observations. This approach to defining 
analytical concepts has slowly become standard in the social sciences, but 
is still sometimes ill-understood in linguistics.  

Operationalisation of conceptual structure is the basic principle behind 
corpus-driven Cognitive Linguistics. Corpus analysis identifies re-
occurring combinations (patterns) of linguistic forms, meanings, and con-
texts. These patterns of language use are argued to reflect a speaker’s inter-
nal knowledge of language. Since, in Cognitive Linguistics, we believe 
grammar, and language generally, to be conceptually motivated, language 
use not only mirrors knowledge, but also conceptual structure. This opera-
tionalisation permits two things: (i) a direct method for making generalisa-
tions across large numbers of speakers (thus a language’s grammar) and (ii) 
an indirect method for producing hypotheses about the conceptual structure 
of a language (motivation for a language’s grammar). Let us consider these 
two possibilities. If we assume that language use equates language structure 
and if we capture patterns of use by large numbers of native speakers, then 
we are making generalisations about a language, in other words, its gram-
mar in the fullest sense of the word, including lexical relations and so forth 
(remembering Langacker’s idea of integration and grammaticality). 
Moreover, if we have the context and the reference of this language use, 
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then we can make generalisations about how that is used, to what ends. 
This conceptual-functional dimension permits the proposal of hypotheses 
about semantic structure, again in the fullest sense of the word (remember-
ing Lakoff’s encyclopaedic semantics and categorisation). These principles 
are assumed in corpus-driven cognitive research. Glynn (in press, forthc. a) 
offers further discussion on the matter, but the principle is implicit in all 
corpus-driven Cognitive Linguistic research.4 

Analytically, two approaches are popular within the field. The first re-
lies exclusively on formal patterns of usage. This tradition grows out of the 
British functionalist corpus linguistics (Sinclair 1991, Kilgarriff 1997). 
These exclusively formal corpus techniques, such as collostructional analy-
sis (Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003, Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004, Hilpert 
2008), examine collocations and, using tests for statistical significance, 
look for patterns of formal association. These formal associations are then 
interpreted semantically. A second approach extracts large samples of a 
given form in context, and then examines its formal, semantic, and extral-
inguistic use. This approach is referred to as the profile-based or usage-
feature approach (Heylen 2005, Gries 2006, Divjak 2006, Divjak & Gries 
2006, Grondelaers et al. 2007, Wulff & al. 2007, Glynn 2009, 2010b, 
2010c, Janda & Solovyev 2009). The profile-based approach has the advan-
tage that full multifactorial statistics can be applied as well the advantage 
that more subtle semantic factors can be captured. However, it has two 
disadvantages. The first disadvantage is that semantic analysis necessarily 
weakens the objectivity. The counter argument to this is that one may only 
progress so far in the description of language without considering seman-
tics and that ultimately, one must move towards subjective analysis. The 
key is to operationalise the semantic analysis sufficiently to enable repeat 
analysis. The second disadvantage is that manual analysis is labour inten-
sive, restricting considerably the number of examples in the data set. This, 
in turn, reduces the representativity of the sample. The only response to this 
is that testing for statistical significance becomes all the more important.  

In order to understand how these assumptions work in linguistic analy-
sis, let us turn to a small sample of an analysis. The analysis is taken from 

                                                
4A small selection of relevant anthologies would include Gries & Stefanowitsch (2006), Stefanowitsch 
& Gries (2006), Zeschel (2008), Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk & Dziwirek (2009), Gilquin & Gries 
(2009b), Glynn & Fischer (2010), Glynn & Robinson (in press), and Gries & Divjak (forthc.). A small 
selection of important monographs within the field would include Schmid (1993, 2000), Geeraerts et al. 
(1994, 1999), Gries (2003), Szmrecsanyi (2006), Hilpert (2008), Wulff (2009), Divjak (2010), Gilquin 
(2010), Glynn (forthc.). More complete references to work in the field can be found in Glynn (2010a). 
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Glynn (forthc. a.) and is typical of the kind of research presented in the 
profile-based approach.  

4. Lexical Semantic Relations. Capturing the integration of grammatical 
and lexical semantics 

First According to the model of language propounded by Cognitive Lin-
guistics, all variation in use is semantic variation and therefore, polysemy. 
This section presents a ‘mini’ case study of the polysemy of the lexeme 
hassle. Remembering the task is to capture semantic structure with a holis-
tic approach to language, we must account for the variation in use of the 
lexeme in context, both linguistic context and social context. This study 
will show one method for capturing this multidimensional aspect of mean-
ing. For practical purposes, it restricts itself to syntactic context, or, in other 
words, the interaction of morpho-syntactic and lexical semantics. 

The data consist of 700 observations, proportional to the various forms 
of the lemma, taken from British and American on-line personal diaries. 
These examples were manually analysed for a wide range of formal, se-
mantic, and sociolinguistic usage-features. Altogether, 120 features across 
20 factors were annotated (indexed in a tabular database). Limits on space 
prevent the presentation of this analysis, but let us consider four of the 
more difficult and subjective factors: the type of the Agent; the Cause of 
the event; the kind of Affect experienced by the Patient; and the use of 
Humour in the utterance. Each of these factors is made up of a range of 
usage-features such as ‘anger’, ‘boredom’, ‘interruption’ or ‘emotional 
pain’ and so forth. These features, like the features of a phonological analy-
sis, combine in different ways to reveal usage patterns. Due to their highly 
subjective nature, these three factors were each coded independently by two 
linguists. The Cohen’s Kappa is used to calculate the degree of inter-coder 
agreement. The rules of thumb over agreement rating follow: Strength of 
agreement < 0.2 Poor; > 0.2 - 0.4 Fair; > 0.4 - 0.6 Moderate; > 0.6 - 0.8 
Good; > 0.8 - 1 Very good. Despite the fact that this calculation is consid-
ered a conservative measure, the inter-coder agreement was approaching 1, 
which is perfect. 

Affect - k = 0.949181  Cause - k = 0.9510682  Humour - k = 0.9110852 
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These figures show us that although the features in question are highly 
subjective, they were sufficiently well operationalised that repeat analysis 
gave near-identical results.  

Another important factor is that of Syntax. Although many syntactic 
patterns were identified, at a relatively coarse grain level of analysis, eight 
basic morpho-syntactic profiles were found.  

 (1) a. Transitive: The awful stalker guy who's been hassling me  
b. Transitive Oblique: If you hassle me about my kinky hair, I'll cut it all 

off.  
c. Intransitive: Officer McCoy, me and him was hassling and my gun 

went off 
d. Noun Mass: It saves all that ammoying hassle of SOD'S-BLOODY-

LAW!!!!!! 
e. Nominal Count: I rarely paint my nails(It can be such a hassle!)  
f. Gerund: the technical know-how to do this sort of hassling  
g. Adjective Attributive: It's a very hassily event to do.   
h. Adjective Predicative: She will not take part, she is tired and hassled 

4.1. Identifying patterns of usage 

Other factors analysed include tense, aspect, polarity, person, number, as 
well as a range of semantic features such as the telicity, plexity, concrete-
ness, animacy, and boundedness of the arguments in the event. This analy-
sis results in large tables of features, listed for each example. Although one 
can look at relative frequencies in such a table, it is effectively impossible 
to identify patterns therein, especially if one is interested in the interaction 
of many usage-factors. In order to identify usage patterns across such large 
tables, there exists a range of statistical tools. In this study, we employ mul-
tiple correspondence analysis. This technique calculates the frequency of 
co-occurrence of features and converts these frequencies to spatial dis-
tances. If we examine, for instance, four factors, the relationship in use 
between the features will be expressed as relative distances in a four-
dimensional space. The technique flattens this to a 2-dimensional space, 
which it plots. Therefore, in the plots, proximity represents correlation in 
use – data points close to each other are highly associated usage-features 
and data points far from each other represent dissociated usage-features. 
Interpreting the plots can be difficult, not only because representing an n-
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dimension space upon a 2-dimensional plane can be misleading but because 
the poor legibility of especially overlapping data points makes the identifi-
cation of features difficult. 

Figure 1. Interaction of Syntax, Cause, Affect, and Humour 
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (Euclidean distance Matrix) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 shows the results of correspondence analysis of the factors of Syn-
tax, Cause, Affect, and Humour. Although difficult to read, two distinct 
usage clusters emerge. On the right, the clustering of usage-features is so 
tight that it becomes illegible. Labels have been added to help the reader 
identify the features in question. We see the Noun <Noun> and Gerund 
<Gerund> forms are associated with a range of Causes and Affects, such as 
‘emotional pain’ <Affect.pain>, ‘anxiety’ <Affect.thght>, ‘interruption’ 
<Affect.int> and ‘expenditure of energy’ <Affect.engy>. On the left, the 
Transitive forms <Trans> correlate with the use of ‘humour’ <Hu-
mour.Hum>, and the Cause and Affects of ‘imposition’ <Affect.imp>, ‘im-
posing request’ <Affect.Imp_Req>, and ‘tease’ <Affect.tease>.  

The results of this correspondence analysis have revealed a clear seman-
tic difference between the transitive verbs and the nominal - gerundive 
profilings. This is, perhaps, no surprise, but we have captured what kind of 
lexical semantic differences these two grammatical profilings entail. More 

emotional pain, thought-
anxiety, interruption 

noun 
energy 
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importantly, however, is that we can zoom in the level of granularity. For 
example, the transitive profilings of this lexical concept can be broken 
down into a range of different syntactic patterns. Three of these behave in a 
semantically distinct fashion:  

(2) Transitive + Infinitive   
a. Help me hassle them to release the remix.   
b. It's because you keep hassling me to save money.   

(3) Transitive  + Gerundive   
a. You don't want to be hassled into putting it behind a cut.   
b. My brother finally got hassled into letting me use his laptop after he 

goes to bed.   

(4) Transitive NP for NP  (ask syntax)   
a. I do not see how this is possible, but this guy keeps on hassling me for 

sex … 
b. Examine stunning views of shopping trolleys wedged in the river as 

the local meths drinkers hassle you for cider money along the river 
wall. 

We can add these more fine-grained distinctions to the correspondence 
analysis. The three syntactic patterns described above are grouped together 
and labelled Resultative. This is done to improve legibility upon the plot.  

In Figure 2, we see how the general dispersion is maintained, but a cline 
across the different transitive constructions becomes visible. At one end of 
the cline, the ‘Transitive Oblique’ <TransObl> correlates with the semanti-
cally similar Causes of ‘tease’ <tease> and ‘condemn’ <condem>. Then, 
the simple ‘Transitive’ <Transitive> and the complex transitive group 
named ‘Resultative’ <Resultative> are stretched apart. The simple Transi-
tive is associated with the Cause of ‘imposition’ <imp>, where the Resulta-
tive transitive constructions correlate with ‘requests’ <req>. Falling exactly 
between the two data points, and therefore equally associated, we see ‘im-
position-request’ <Imp_Req>, a Cause feature where both Cause types are 
simultaneously involved. Thus, we see how the semantic difference be-
tween the two syntax-lexeme pairings are related, forming a continuum 
from pure and simple requests through to imposition upon the Patient. Hu-
mour <Hum>, a feature shown to be associated with Transitive more gen-
erally in Figure 1, remains in-between the two transitive types, showing it 
is equally associated with all the syntactic sub-types. 
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Figure 2. Interaction of Syntax, Cause, Affect, and Humour 
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (Euclidean distance Matrix) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just as we can add more syntactic granularity to the verbal constructions, 
we can also zoom in on the nominal forms. Figure 3, below, presents the 
results of a further correspondence analysis where the verbal syntactic 
variation is conflated and the different nominal profilings are unpacked. In 
this analysis, we see how the Count Singular <NomCntS> and Count Plural 
<NomCntP> Nouns cluster together around the feature of ‘non-humour’ 
(Humour.NHum) and ‘expenditure of energy’ <Affect-engy>. They are 
distinct from the Mass Noun <NomM> profiling above it, which is dis-
tinctly associated with the feature of ‘emotional pain’ <Affect.pain>. These 
two nominal profilings correlate with clear and different lexical semantics. 

Examples (5) and (6) represent the kind of semantic difference Figure 3 
captures.  

(5) Mass Noun and Affect <emotional pain>  
a. I really do feel so shit, I need a clear head, I don't know what I need 

but I know it isn't this, hassle, pressure, bullying and violence, anger 
and rage, you can't, no, you can't treat me like this, I know I was 
never and angel, but there's no need to take me to hell.   

b. I would have avoided great hassle and embarrassment had I spotted 
him earlier. At least now he has got the message. Oh yes, he ruined 
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my life, had his way with me and now he has the cheek to be doing 
well for himself.  

(6) Count Noun and Cause <energy>  
a. I rarely paint my nails(It can be such a hassle!)   
b. Graphics card is DEAD. I'm 100% sure of it this time though so it 

shouldn't be too much of a hassle to replace it. 

Figure 3. Interaction of Syntax, Cause, Affect, and Humour 
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (Euclidean distance Matrix) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2. Statistical confirmation of results 

Let us now turn to a confirmatory statistical technique. The results above 
capture patterns in the data, but they do not indicate whether the patterns 
are merely chance or how much of the usage they actually represent. Per-
haps these differences in usage exist, but only represent a relatively small 
number of usage-events. Logistic regression analysis is a confirmatory 
technique. It models the data and attempts to predict a binary outcome 
based on the usage-feature analysis. If the model offers an accurate predic-
tion, then we can assume that the analysis has accurately captured the varia-
tion in the data. Let us apply this technique to the semantic distinction be-
tween the verbal and nominal profilings. 
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Logistic Regression – Verbal versus Nominal Profiling 
Coefficient   S.E.   Wald    Z     P 
Affect=anxiety        -5.3006 1.1847 -4.47  0.0000 *** 
Affect=emotional pain -3.8490 0.9073 -4.24  0.0000 ***        
Affect=energy         -6.7874 0.8038 -8.44  0.0000 ***        
Cause=condemn         -0.9064 0.9176 -0.99  0.3233        
Cause=imposition      -1.0769 0.7303 -1.47  0.1403        
Cause=interruption    -4.7592 0.9220 -5.16  0.0000 ***        
Cause=request          2.0800 2.0247  1.03  0.3043        

Nominals: 356  Overfit Penalty: 0.05(pentrace) 
Verbals: 266  No multicollinearity 
C: 0.955        2 influential observations removed 
Pseudo R2: 0.81 

The column on the left is a list of the usage-features that were put into the 
model. The column on the far right is the statistical significance of each 
feature in predicting the outcome, nominal versus verbal. For these figures, 
the closer to zero the ‘p-value’ (P), the more likely it is that a repeat analy-
sis would achieve the same or better results. Four features prove statisti-
cally significant; they are in boldface and have three asterisks to make it 
easier to identify them. Having established which features are significantly 
different between the usages of the two forms, we move to the second col-
umn – the Standard Estimate (S.E.). This gives the relative strength of the 
feature in predicting nominal or verbal – the greater the figure, the greater 
the predictive strength of the feature. All four features predict a nominal 
form. We see that ‘anxiety’ and ‘expenditure of energy’ are the two more 
important predictors. We know from the correspondence analysis that ‘en-
ergy’ is associated with the count nouns and ‘anxiety’ with the mass nouns. 
We now know that this correlation is statistically significant and not merely 
the result of chance. This is especially important with small datasets such as 
this one. Finally, the overall model is statistically significant and the Affect 
and Cause Factors successfully enable us to predict the response variable 
(C - 0.081). The C-value at the bottom of the table can be interpreted as 
something similar to a percentage, meaning that we can accurately predict 
to approximately 80% of the time a nominal or verbal example based solely 
on the Cause and Affect features. In other words, we have captured the 
semantic difference and shown that this is a robust repeatable finding. 
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4.3. Summary. Mapping lexico-syntactic semantics 

The exploratory technique, correspondence analysis, helped us identify 
certain usage patterns, specifically the interaction between various syntactic 
profilings and lexical semantics. We firstly saw that nominal and verbal 
uses of the lexeme differed considerably in terms of the causes of the 
events and affects experienced by the patient in those events. These kinds 
of semantic features are a way of operationalising lexical senses – the clus-
tering of similar causes and similar affects could be argued to represent 
what were traditionally termed the ‘meanings’ of the word. Seen in this 
light, we identified different meanings for the different parts of speech. 
However, the method allows us to zoom in and examine the relations of the 
different ‘meanings’ relative to different more fine-grained syntactic con-
texts, arguably capturing the interaction of the grammatical and lexical 
semantics. Here, we saw that the use (meaning) of simple transitives and a 
set of three complex transitive constructions lie on a semantic continuum 
from imposition through to request and that these uses were often humor-
ous. For the nominal profiling of the concept, we saw two distinct uses 
(meanings). Mass nouns are associated with more emotionally consequen-
tial affects where count noun profiling is more typically associated with 
light emotional inconsequential affect, caused by the undesired expenditure 
of energy.  

A confirmatory analysis, using logistic regression, was applied to the 
distinction between the nominal and verbal profilings. The semantic differ-
ence between the uses of the two forms was clearly confirmed and the se-
mantic features most important to the distinction identified. The expendi-
ture of energy as a cause and the experience of anxiety were found to be 
distinctly and significantly associated with the nominal profiling of the 
concept. We know from the correspondence analysis that one of the fea-
tures is associated with the count noun and the other with the mass noun. 
The combination of these two statistical techniques has helped obtain a 
picture of the semantic structure of the word hassle relative to various mor-
pho-syntactic contexts. The addition of other contexts, such as register or 
regional variation, is straightforward, but beyond the purview of this study. 
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5. Conclusions 

This short ‘sample’ study on the polysemy of hassle has shown how differ-
ent meanings, associated with a lexeme, exist relative to the lexeme’s syn-
tactic profiling. This interaction of lexical and syntactic semantics needs to 
be accounted for in linguistic description if we are to accurately capture 
language use. We saw also that meanings, rather than reified discreet 
‘senses’, form continua and are a result of the interaction of different di-
mensions of language. The exploratory statistics have helped identify these 
patterns and their multidimensional nature. The confirmatory statistics have 
helped offer a degree of verifiability to the results. Although repeat analysis 
or confirmation from the comparison of results from different methods is 
the best means of verification, statistical modelling is a vital tool in empiri-
cal research. Lastly, it is hoped that this short presentation explains one of 
the ways Cognitive Linguistics is beginning to face and overcome the hur-
dles that the complexity of language presents. Multifactorial analysis of 
contextualised language use is proving to be one of the most important 
methods for approaching language structure holistically.  
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Abstract 
This study introduces quantitative corpus methods for Cognitive Linguistics whose 
usage-based model permits conceptual analysis based on corpus data. By assuming 
that grammar is a result of repeated use (entrenchment), one can examine patterns 
of use in large amounts of language in order to ‘map’ its grammar (conceptual 
structure). Examining the English lexeme hassle, the case study presents one me-
thod for such analysis and applies it to the interaction of morpho-syntactic and 
lexical semantics. The analysis employs two statistical techniques that aid in the 
search for and the verification of usage-patterns in language.  
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